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A Note from the Editorial Desk  
 

Hello! Beth here, feeling grateful. 

There is so much to look forward to this 

year—in fact, there is much to look forward 

to in this issue of the ACORN! We’ve got 

an interview of Susan Gutierrez, our 

regional logo contest winner, and Bitsy 

Kemper, our new regional team 

member/social media diva, shares some of 

her expertise in navigating Facebook and 

Twitter. The article’s packed with 

information, and stay tuned for our next 

issue as well, folks, because this is a two-

parter. Finally, we’ve got a great round-up 

of kidlit lovers on what they hope to see in 

the world of publishing in 2013. Me, I hope 

to find gratitude on all levels, for wherever 

we are in the process and wherever we are in 

the pub-verse. Gratitude for the choices we 

can make in publishing, gratitude for the joy 

books bring, gratitude for living in a world 

where the possibilities for growth in writing 

and illustration are limitless, gratitude for 

the connections we can make with 

likeminded, kidlit-loving souls. 

 

What about you? What do you hope this 

year holds for the world of publishing? 

 

Cheers,  

Beth & Nathalie 
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Illustrator Interview: Susan Gutierrez 
Nathalie Mvondo 
 

Dear reader, are 

you as curious 

as me to meet 

the woman 

behind our new 

SCBWI 

North/Central 

California logo? 

I thank Susan 

Gutierrez for 

granting the 

ACORN an 

interview, and 

for her insight into her life as an illustrator. 

 

Nathalie Mvondo: Susan, congratulations 

for winning SCBWI North/Central 

California New Logo Contest in December 

2012! Help us know you better. Since you're 

an illustrator, how would you describe 

yourself using three images?  

 

Susan Gutierrez:  At a very young age I 

was exposed to lots of picture books and I 

can find myself reflecting some of the 

characters in those books. The curious six 

year-old Eloise, by Kay Thompson & 

Illustrations by Hilary Knight. Another is 

One was Johnny, a book from Nutshell 

Library by Maurice Sendak. Lastly, in an 

image: I’m two inches taller than the 5 foot 

ruler I use for big projects.  

 

NM: How was Susan Gutierrez, the 

Illustrator, born? What kindled your passion 

for that field?  

 

SG:  When I was old enough to hold a 

pencil I drew. Even in first grade when I 

dropped my pencil in class. Instead of just 

picking it up, I illustrated a few squares on 

the floor. Well, even staying after class did 

not stop me from drawing. To draw was my 

way of expressing myself and what I saw 

more than I used words to speak when I was 

young.  

 

NM: What media do you use? Which one do 

you like the most?  

 

SG:  Black permanent ink pens and pure 

pigment watercolor, or an ink line drawing I 

scan into Photoshop and colorize.  My 

illustration is not limited to just paper and 

ink, but I also do custom art chairs with 

images that I cut out and apply to the chair, 

then seal in a high gloss automotive paint. 

They are like a sculptured story, yet 

functional too. As a person with concern for 

the environment, I have been hand-painting 

with ink and textile paint on heavy canvas to 

use as shopping bags.  

 

NM: What are you currently working on?  

 

SG: My web site to showcase the variety of 

artwork and illustrating I do, and my new 

line of greeting cards for 2012-2013.  

 

NM: What would you say is the most 

valuable lesson you've learned since 

embarking on your artistic journey?  

 

SG: When I look at the big picture, I like to 

challenge illustration projects without using 

words.  

 

NM: You're stranded in a beautiful island 

for days, with nothing but books, any book 

you could wish for. Which ones do you pick 

first?  

 

SG:  Where The Wild Things Are, by 

Maurice Sendak, because maybe that’s how 

I got on that island! The second book I 

would wish for would be Fox, by Margaret 

Wild and Ron Brooks. The story is as 

powerful as the images. The third book 

would have to be an endless book of empty 
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pages so I could fill them up with all of the 

adventures on the island and my 

imagination, and I'll need some pens and 

pencils to go with that book.  

 

NM: Thank you, Susan, and best wishes for 

your work-in-progress. We look forward to 

more good news from you in the future! 
 
What is Social Media, and Why do I 
Need to Care? 
Bitsy Kemper, SCBWI North/Central’s 
Twitter Diva 
 

Don’t be afraid of the term “social media.” 

Quite simply, it means websites 

and other online communication, like 

Facebook and Twitter, used to share 

information and develop contacts 

socially and professionally. Think of it as 

your own personal set of newspapers, radio, 

and TV that you get to hand-choose how to 

distribute. It’s sorta like being back in high 

school, but a lot less snotty.  

 

Facebook and Twitter are free services that, 

while similar, shouldn’t be used 

interchangeably. I’ve heard the distinction 

that Facebook is for people you used to 

know, Twitter is for people you want to 

know better. Personally, I find Twitter to be 

more professional while Facebook is more 

personal; a business suit compared to 

relaxed pajamas. 

 

Confused? 

 

Facebook is a way to connect with new and 

old friends and family that you don’t get to 

see all the time. You want to keep in touch, 

but they’re not the call at 4am type. That’s 

not to say you aren’t Facebook friends with 

your besties, but Facebook isn’t the primary 

way you contact them. Facebook is a way to 

let all your friends know what you’re up to 

without having to contact each one at a time. 

It lets you check in on your friends on your 

own schedule, when you feel like it, not 

when they feel like telling you. As a 

writer/illustrator, it’s also a great way to 

keep in touch with your readers (dare I call 

them fans?). 

 

Think of Facebook as a dance rave in your 

basement—some of the partygoers are close 

friends, some are friends of friends, some 

you wonder why you even invited. You 

handpicked who can get in, who can peek in 

the windows, and who can’t get past the 

doorman. Everyone’s having a good time 

shouting about, not about the same thing, 

and you tend to lean in close to hear 

whatever topic you feel like hearing about. 

Maybe you add to the conversation (“OMG 

I totally agree, I just said the same thing to 

my dog yesterday, and…”), maybe you just 

nod your head. Even if you don’t pay any 

attention at all, the rave rages on. The part of 

the party you’re not directly involved in 

becomes background noise until you start a 

new conversation or mosey on over to 

another one already in progress. 

 

Because Facebook is the world’s largest 

social network with over a billion users 

worldwide, you’d have to have a pretty big 

basement. But the goal isn’t to connect with 

everyone, all the time. Your posts determine 

what image you portray, and in a way 

determine who wants to attend your rave. 

Don’t be offended if people that friend you 

don’t pay constant attention; no one does. 

Who has time? 

 

Twitter, on the other hand, is more like a 

cocktail party at someone else’s house. 

Everyone is there as an expert on something, 

even if it’s their own opinion. Two-way 

conversation is minimized but at the same 

time almost more one on one. I find it more 

as a series of statements (“I think this…”) vs 

a conversation (much less often you’ll see 

“What do you think of…”). But, if a 
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dialogue starts, it’s more personal and 

targeted, like if you elbowed your way 

backstage and got to talk to the lead singer. 

Quite frankly, I find a reply on Twitter more 

exciting since it’s rarer—someone has to 

feel really strongly to respond. 

 

With Twitter, you send short(er) updates 

called “tweets” that are like very brief 

Facebook posts–you can only use up to 140  

spaces/characters ( that sentence, for 

example, used 142 characters, two too 

many). Some people use Twitter to report 

where they are, what they’re doing, or 

what’s on their mind at that exact moment. 

Some use it as an in-your-face marketing 

tool to promote their business or product, 

but those accounts are probably unfollowed 

the fastest.  

 

What’s the benefit of shorter quips, less 

depth, more frequency? Twitip.com explains 

the allure of Twitter as the ability to “tap 

into the collective consciousness” of others, 

bouncing ideas off people you’d otherwise 

never have the chance to contact. It’s like 

the old-fashioned water cooler where people 

gather to shoot the breeze on whatever topic 

is on their minds. No personal connection is 

required—but can result. 

 

Next issue I’ll talk more about how to best 

use these two forms of social media. In the 

meantime, your homework is to sign up and 

observe. Don’t do anything rash, just lurk 

for a while. The best way to understand how 

social media works is to dive in.  

 

And please, friend me 

(https://www.facebook.com/bitsykemper) 

and follow me (@BitsyKemper). Let’s 

dance! 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Bitsy Kemper is author of six picture 

books, one Facebook and one Twitter 

account. You may have seen Bitsy on 

CNN, heard her on national radio, 

noticed her quoted in anything from 

Parenting magazine to Writing 

Children's Books For Dummies, or 

seen her work in countless 

newspapers, radio and TV stations 

across the U.S. Maybe you drove past 

her on the freeway and didn't even 

know it... Busy with three kids (four if 

you count her husband), she finds time 

to present at writer conferences and 

author visits from L.A. to N.Y. 

Wander over to 

www.BitsyKemper.com or follow her 

on Twitter (under, understandably, 

BitsyKemper).  

 

 
Picture courtesy of best-selling author Jay Asher. 

https://www.facebook.com/bitsykemper
http://www.bitsykemper.com/
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GOOD NEWS! 
  

Congratulations to our Regional Advisor 
Patti Newman for the following book 

releases and upcoming school visits: 

Energy Lab: Biofuels and Energy Lab: 

Water Power were released in January from 

Cherry Lake Publishing. The books are part 

of a series on alternative energy sources that 

follows a student who explores the latest 

new-fangled gasoline from plants and 

electricity from ocean waves and tides. 

Great stuff to help kids understand the 

problems with our dependence on fossil 

fuels. Grades 4-8. 

  

Patti Newman’s School visits:  

Feb. 25 @ Elverta Elementary in Elverta 

Feb. 27 @ Leonardo Da Vinci in 

Sacramento 

  

New author/illustrator profiles posted on 

Patti’s website: 

http://patriciamnewman.com/meet.html:  

Jim Arnosky, Monica Brown, Carolyn 

Crimi, Uma Krishnaswami, LeUyen Pham, 

and Ashley Wolff. 

 

Congratulations to Melissa Abramovitz 
for the release of the following five new 

educational books in January. In case 

anyone was wondering what she kept busy 

with in 2012, this is partly it! The books are 

Cystic Fibrosis (Lucent Books), Silly Cars 

(Capstone Press), Big Cars (Capstone 

Press), Old Cars (Capstone Press), and 

Famous Cars (Capstone Press).  

 

 

 
 
 
 

Submission Guidelines 

 

Do you have an idea for an article? 

Have you recently attended a 

conference or workshop? Do you have 

a piece of art you’d like to share?  

Please keep articles between 300 and 

500 words, and include a short 

biography (including website, if you 

have one), and an author photo.  

Illustrators, please send your artwork as 

.jpg files no bigger than 1000 dpi in 

either direction, and send your website 

address as well! 

 

Do you have good news—an honor, a 

publication, or a book signing event? 

Send your good news and articles to 

Nathalie and Beth at 

acornnewsletter@gmail.com. 

 

Tip of the Month 

Nathalie mvondo 

 

You have been reading the same email 

or announcement about that 

writing/illustrating event over and over 

for the past weeks. This could be your 

chance to stretch yourself, to learn 

something new, but the cost makes you 

wonder.  

 

Go for it! When you attend an SCBWI 

event, you invest in your future. In 

addition, remember that most of the 

time, scholarships are available. 

http://patriciamnewman.com/meet.html
mailto:acornnewsletter@gmail.com
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Spring Spirit Pre-Conference 
Interview:  Literary Agent  
STEPHEN FRASER 
Nathalie Mvondo 
 

ACORN is 

grateful to 

literary agent 

Stephen Fraser 

for this 

opportunity to 

pick his brain on 

everything 

children’s book 

writing and 

illustrating. As 

stated on Jennifer De Chiara Literary 

Agency’s website, “Stephen Fraser joined 

the Jennifer DeChiara Literary Agency as an 

agent in January 2005. He worked most 

recently at HarperCollins Children’s Books, 

where he edited such creative talents as 

Mary Engelbreit, Gregory Maguire, Michael 

Hague, Ann Rinaldi, Kathryn Lasky, Brent 

Hartinger, Stephen Mitchell, and Dan 

Gutman. He began his career at Highlights 

for Children and later worked at Scholastic 

and Simon & Schuster. A graduate of 

Middlebury College in Vermont, he has a 

Master’s degree in Children’s Literature 

from Simmons College in Boston.”  

 

Stephen represents a few authors/illustrators, 

as well as authors of board books, picture 

books, chapter books, middle grade, and 

young adult books, and a couple of adult 

authors.  

 

He will attend the SCBWI North/Central 

California Spring Spirit Conference on April 

6, 2013. 

 

Nathalie Mvondo: Stephen, thank you for 

the opportunity to interview you ahead of 

the Spring Spirit Conference. Please, 

share with us your best memory so far as 

a literary agent. 
 

Stephen Fraser: Two years ago, on a 

morning in late January, I woke up and just 

knew that one of my clients had won a major 

award. I logged onto the ALA website and 

in fact, my client, Margi Preus HAD won 

the Newbery Honor Medal for her novel 

Heart of a Samurai (Abrams/Amulet). Not 

sure how I knew it.  That said, I always 

think my clients are going to win awards. 

 

NM: What piece of advice would you give 

writers and illustrators looking for an 

agent? 
 

SF: Shop around. Look for someone whose 

sensibility you like.  You may hear someone 

speak at a conference or hear someone 

mention their agent.  It’s like day care ; do 

you want to leave your ‘children’ with this 

person? 

 

NM: In the same vein, what advice would 

give conference attendees when they meet 

an agent? 
 

SF: It’s really not about dazzling someone 

with your personality or with gifts of dark 

chocolate (although that helps!).  It’s really 

all about the writing. Have the confidence 

that your good writing will speak to the 

agent.  So, at a conference, be polite, listen, 

talk modestly about your work. If his or her 

ears perk up when you mention a certain 

project, make sure you send it along to the 

agent. And be appreciative of an agent’s 

time. An agent isn’t a salaried employee; 

they work entirely on commission. So, if 

they take your on, it is their own passion for 

the work that motors them.  It is a big thing 

if an agent decides to take on a client. And, 

at a conference like this one, be friendly. 

Agents are not scary people. 
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NM: What type of material are you most 

looking for at the moment? Is there a type 

of voice that most appeal to you? 
 

SF: I am always looking for great writing, 

which to me means wonderful craft with 

language. It isn’t just a clever concept, it has 

to be written with extraordinary skill.  I 

always spot it immediately.  When I met 

Matthew Kirby (author of The Clockwork 

Three and Edgar Award-winner Icefall – 

now in paperback! -- , I swear the clouds 

parted and the sunlight burst down. I knew 

immediately that I had met a writer with a 

major career path ahead of him.  It’s a 

feeling. I am always looking for a great 

middle grade novel.  And picture books that 

are great are irresistible to me. 

 

NM: What are your current top three 

books? 

 

SF: Carol Lynch Williams’ y.a. novel, 

Waiting (Simon and Schuster) received 

three starred reviews last year and I am still 

very proud of that; a new picture book just 

launched a few weeks  ago, Open This 

Little Book by Jesse Klausmeier and 

illustrated by Suzy Lee (Chronicle Books) 

and it is gorgeous and I think it will be huge; 

and a debut novel, Serendipity  & Me by 

Judith Roth (written in verse) (Viking) 

deserves to win every award in the world.  

(But then, I am very prejudiced.) 

 

NM: Dear Stephen, thank you again. We 

look forward to meeting you in Citrus 

Heights in April.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Year Round Up: What Is One 
Thing That You Hope to See Happen 
in 2013? 
Nathalie Mvondo 

 

Elizabeth Partridge – Award-winning 

author 

There are several things I look forward to in 

publishing this year. We are seeing more 

picture books published, which is very 

exciting. And editors are suddenly picking 

their heads up, looking around, and saying 

"where are the good middle grade books?" 

Time to hop to writing them! I am also 

always a big fan of more narrative 

nonfiction. And with Common Core 

standards being adopted (45 out of 50 states 

so far, I think) students are being 

encouraged to think critically, so new 

standards are being set for nonfiction. All 

exciting, and encouraging. 

 
Author of more than a dozen books, Elizabeth 

Partridge is National Book Award finalist, and 

has received the ALA Michael L. Printz Honor 

Award, the Boston-Globe Horn Book Award, as 

well as the SCBWI Golden Kite Award, among 

others. Her latest book, DOGTAG SUMMER, 

was published in 2011 by Bloomsburry. For 

more information, visit 

http://www.elizabethpartridge.com 

 

 

Melissa Abramovitz – Author 

I hope 2013 brings improvements in the 

economy, putting people back to work and 

stopping the depressing failure of businesses 

large and small. This will be good for 

our society in general, and of course for 

writers and others in the publishing industry. 

A robust economy means more book sales 

and more opportunities out there for those of 

us who make our living as writers.   

  
Member of SCBWI North/Central California, 

Melissa Abramovitz is the author of hundreds of 

magazine articles for all age groups, over 30 

educational books for children and teens, 

 
Illustration: Mardi Gras, by Susan Gutierrez 

http://www.elizabethpartridge.com/
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several children's picture books, and A 

TREASURE TROVE OF OPPORTUNITY: How 

to Write and Sell Articles for Children’s 

Magazines for Writers. For more information, 

visit  http://www.melissaabramovitz.com/  
 

 

Margarita Engle – Author, Newberry 

Honor 

I hope for restored school and library 

budgets, so that books will once again reach 

the hands and minds of children. 

 
Member of SCBWI North/Central California, 

Margarita Engle is the Cuban-American author 

of young adult novels in verse, including THE 

SURRENDER TREE, recipient of the first 

Newbery Honor ever awarded to a Latino/a. For 

more information, visit 

www.margaritaengle.com 

 

 

Emma Dryden – Freelance Editor, 

Founder of DRYDEN BKS  

In 2013 I expect to see more new business 

models, more shake-ups, and more changes 

coming in our publishing industry. In 2013 I 

expect to see authors and illustrators being 

as flexible as possible while exploring as 

many creative (and money producing!) 

publishing opportunities as they can. In 

2013 I hope to see authors and illustrators 

remembering that even though there are 

more publishing opportunities available to 

them than ever, they still need to take their 

time to create the best, most professional 

and polished work they can before doing 

themselves a disservice rushing in when 

they're not ready.  In 2013 I hope to see 

publishers large and small remembering that 

it's the authors and illustrators who matter 

most; and certainly as much as the 

shareholders and the customers.  In 2013 I 

hope to see publishers treating their 

employees more respectfully. In 2013 I hope 

and expect to see more creative partnerships 

between authors and illustrators to bring 

great books and stories to children of all 

ages, who continue to need them desperately 

as they make their way through this world. 

 
Emma Dryden founded DRYDEN BKS in 2009, 

after her tenure as an Editorial Director, then 

Vice-President, Publisher of Atheneum Books 

for Young Readers and Margaret McElderry 

Books, imprints of Simon & Schuster Children’s 

Publishing. DRYDEN BKS is an editorial and 

creative services consulting company whose 

clients include kids’ books authors, illustrators, 

agents and publishers. Emma is on the Board of 

Advisors of SCBWI. For more information, visit 

www.drydenbks.com  

 

 

Jason Low – Publisher, Lee & Low Books 

The publishing industry has to collectively 

believe in books fully again. I believe that 

the industry got sidetracked by e-books and 

our anxiety about the future made us believe 

the days of the print book were numbered.  

We have to remember that books have never 

stopped being instruments of change and 

inspiration. 

LEE & LOW BOOKS is an independent, 

award-winning publishing company whose 

imprints include BEBOP BOOKS, TU 

PUBLISHING, and Children’s Book Press 

(CBP). Its culturally diverse titles have won 

numerous awards and honors, including the 

Coretta Scott King Award, the Pura Belpré 

Award Honor and the Parents’ Choice Award. 

For more information on the company, its latest 

releases and the submission guidelines, visit 

http://www.leeandlow.com 

 

Note from the editor: a heartfelt thank you to the 

authors, editor and publisher who contributed to 

this round-up. 

 

 
 

http://www.melissaabramovitz.com/
http://www.margaritaengle.com/
http://www.leeandlow.com/
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A Message from your 
Critique Group Coordinator: My 
Path to Volunteering 
Rosi Hollinbeck  

 

Six years ago, 

after I retired 

from 

teaching, a 

friend told me 

about the 

Sacramento 

Writer’s 

Conference. It 

was there I 

attended a 

workshop run by Patti Newman and Erin 

Dealey. I had never heard of SCBWI, but 

after listening to them, I knew I had to join. I 

attended my first SCBWI conference in 

Davis that year and felt as if I had come 

home. Maybe writing didn’t have to be such 

a lonely business. Maybe there were people 

who would share ideas and knowledge with 

little old me. I signed up to find a critique 

group and met lovely people who had a lot 

of experience writing for children. With 

their help, I was able to make good 

decisions about how to move forward 

through this new chapter in my life. I 

volunteered to work at conferences and, 

when the opportunity came up last year, I 

applied to be critique group coordinator. I 

get to help other writers meet lovely, sharing 

people and form new groups. I have started 

a new group myself that holds great promise 

for us. I’ve moved forward with my writing 

to become a published author and I look 

forward to more success because of SCBWI. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rosi Hollinbeck writes in all genres for 

children and occasionally for adults. Her 

story-poem, The Monster Hairy Brown, 

was published in the anthology 50 Funny 

Poems for Children in England in 2012. 

She won first place in the children’s 

division of the Foster City Writer’s 

Contest in 2011 for her story Helen’s 

Home Run. She has work in up-coming 

issues of Highlights for Children and 

Highlights High Five magazines. 

The California North/Central Team 
 

Regional Advisor 
Patricia Newman 
Assistant Regional Advisor 
Catherine Meyer 
Illustrator Coordinators 
Kris McLeod / Mira Reisberg 
Spring Spirit Conference Coordinator 
Connie Goldsmith 
Critique Group Coordinator: 
Rosi Hollinbeck 
Membership Coordinator 
Nancy Barnet 
Newsletter Editors 
Nathalie Mvondo / Beth Hull 
Twitter Diva 
Bitsy Kemper 

 

 

Illustration: Raven, by Susan Gutierrez 


